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Abstract 

The thesis comprehensively deals with fabrication and evaluation of the friction composites 

based on fly ash cenosphere in combination with metal dichalcogenides: WS2 and MoS2 as 

high temperature lubricants, in view of the reported potential of flyash cenosphere to be used 

as multi functional filler in friction composite materials. The composites have been 

systematically evaluated for their physical, thermal stability, compressibility, hardness and 

thermo-mechanical properties: the tribo performances of the composites were evaluated on a 

Krauss friction tester (ECE R-90) and on a Chase friction tester (SAE J661a) for the 

assessment of fade-recovery and load-speed-temperature sensitivity characteristics 

respectively. The wear surface morphology have been investigated by using SEM-EDAX, 

both for size-scale and elemental composition analysis of the friction contact patch formation 

and wear debris generation and compaction mechanism. The study revealed that the 

combination of low cenosphere (40–45 wt%) and high metal-dichalcogenides (10–5 wt%) 

may exhibit performance synergism. For the WS2 and MoS2 composition the optimum tribo 

performances were obtained in the presence of cenosphere: dichalcogenide ratio of 40–

42.5:2.5–7.5. Interestingly, the use of simultaneous combination of WS2:MoS2 in the ratio of 

1:1 has exhibited superior performance when WS2:MoS2 was kept at 5:5 with minimum 

sensitivity to load-speed-temperature variations vis-à-vis lower fade (13–24%) and stable 

recovery (115–130%). Furthermore, the lubricant combination usage in friction materials lead 

not only to faster friction decay; a phenomenon attributed to rapid friction film formation vis-

à-vis easy rolling of the cenosphere at the braking interface, but also lead to minimal friction 

fluctuation. The performance analysis and optimization of composition with regard to various 

performance defining attributes was carried out following various empirical and optimization 

methodologies. Friction performance analysis was carried out following a linear additive 

polynomial expression where as wear was analyzed following a modified Rhee equation that 
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assumes wear as a function of fade, recovery and disc temperature rises. The analysis revealed 

friction and wear to be mostly temperature activated. Analysis of performance data using 

Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) model revealed that “lubricant combination-

cenosphere” based composites show superior performance: particularly in drag- braking mode 

(Fade-recovery tests on dynamometer). Grey Target Theory (GTT) assisted optimization of 

the compositional influence and overall performance ranking of the various “metal 

dichalcogenide-cenosphere” combinations could successfully establish that cenosphere-MoS2 

combination may lead to superior overall performance. GTT further demonstrated that 

incorporation of MoS2 enhances friction-stability, fade-resistance and arrests disc-temperature 

rise whereas MoS2-WS2 combination facilitates enhanced recovery with a high performance µ. 

WS2 proves to be useful when wear is the key concern in designing high-performance friction 

materials. 
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